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STANDARDS OF EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
IN MEDICAL CARE*

If we are to be able to discuss questions of effectiveness and effíciency
in medical care, it is essential that we first attempt to define their field of
application as well as to clarify our own understanding of these terms.

Medical

care involves everything from diagnostic and curative procedures at the level
of the individual to the complex ways in which health services are organized
in a region or a country.

The field of application of these notions assuredly

implies modifications of this understanding.

At the risk of over-simplication

or unwarranted extrapolation, we shall attempt in this study to establish the
different notions implicit in the field of application at only two levels, and
to base our study on experience with the organization of medical care in Brazil.

Effectiveness and efficiency at the level of the individual
The first field in which these notions of efficiency and effectiveness
may be considered is that of the level of the individual;

that is, an attempt

to examine the impact of specific medical and health measures on the biological
plane, properly speaking.

We shall deliberately avoid any attempt to evaluate

such effects on the psychological and micro-social planes.

Accordingly, we may

agree with Cochrane ( 1) when he defines effectiveness of a diagnostic or
therapeutic procedure in terms of its ability to make a positive alteration in
the natural course of a disease, either by diminishing its lethal or reducing
its incapacitating effects, or prolonging life.

Efficiency is related to the

way in which resources are organized for application of the procedure so that
it becomes more economical.
*Prepared by Dr. Jose Carvalho de Noronha, Institute of Social Medicine,
Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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Effectiveness:

Despite this simple and, we might even say,.obvious

~

nature of the notion presented, it is only in recent years that the medical
,2

profession has begun to display a more decided concern with this question.

~-

The clinical method has long predominated in the evaluation of therapeutic and
diagnostic procedures, and drugs and surgical intervention have been proposed
for certain illnesses based on "my clinical experience."

,

The relatively recent
-

discovery of random clinical testing, which still meets with considerable
resistance among medical circles when it is a question of expanding its use,
has only in the last years brought about any change in the traditional
therapeutic procedures ( 1 ) .

Recent concern over the harmful effects of certain

medical procedures( 2 ) has helped to reenforce the need for scientifically
supported evaluation of both old and new health practices.

Results of

experimental testing of new drugs demand that controlled clinical tests be made
before the drugs are authorized for general use.

The obligation to prescribe

medicine must give way to a critical evaluation of the benefitz and the harm
caused by a drug, and the indication of surgical intervention must be preceded
by a balanced judgment of its suitability for the patient.

-

Some results of

research, as noted by Cochrane, such as that of the dubious effectiveness of
oral hypoglycemic agents for the control of adult diabetics and the obese, or

'

that of tonsillectomy, would appear to indicate the need for a thorough "housecleaning' of the therapeutic arsenal available to the physician.

In Brazil at least a serious problem of therapeutic prescription, along
with the use of drugs and surgical procedures of unproven effectiveness, arises
from the application of certain procedures that may be effective in determined
cases, because of extra-technical factors, in a general and indiscriminate manner.

4
'e
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The bombardment of advertising to which doctors are subjected (pharmaceutical
laboratories in our country devote 25% of their budgets to advertising) makes
it very difficult to arrive at a careful evaluation of a given prescription.
Lack of laws regulating the publication of drug advertising and reports on
their toxic effects (as, for example, is the case in the United States) lead to
the proliferation in the specialized and mass media of stories on the absolutely
harmless and almost miraculous effects of a great many drugs.

Self-prescription

of drugs, until only a short while ago freely sold over the counter (without
a doctor's prescription) and now restricted only in a special category (vitamins,
pain-killers and placebos), constitutes an additional source of therapeutic
as
inefficacy as well/of enrichment for the pharmaceutical industry. As for the
indication of surgical intervention, a classic example in our country is the
epidemiology of Cessarean section, revealed in the study by Gentille de Mello (3)
in which the author proves the existence of percentages as high as 50 to 60%
of births by this method.

This is most probably a result of the way in which

the professional fee for this type of procedure is handled in the hospitals
utilized under contract by the Social Security System.

Determination of the effectiveness of therapeutic procedures, based on
the use of random clinical testing, must be encouraged and extended to those
traditional procedures that are not as yet proven effective, especially taking
into account the pressures (as pointed out above) that must be considered, and,
above all, when such procedures attain mass utilization.

Apart from the matter of drugs and surgical procedures, and given less
attention in the specialized literature, Cochrane points out ( 1) certain
therapeutic options that are more closely related to the "environment"

for
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treatment.

That is, the organization of certain health services should be

:

more carefully examined in connection with their therapeutic effectiveness.
The example cited by Cochrane is the comparable effectiveness of treating
patients with myocardial infarction in specialized Coronary Units, or in their
homes.

The risks associated with hospitalization should be weighed in recommend-

ing hospital treatment.

The debates concerning over-specialization in medical

practice as opposed to the general type of medical practice is beginning to

1-

reenforce the need for a more precise definition of effectiveness from the
viewpoint of the ideal locale for treatment.

For countries in process of

development, such as Brazil, a choice of these alternatives colld represent
either a savings or a waste of vast amounts of resources.
to this point later.

But we shall return

In much the same way that the pharmaceutical industry

influences standards for prescription drugs, the evaluation must take into
account the place of treatment and the impact of the medical equipment industry
as a specific factor of this "extra-technical" nature.

Another aspect in the degree of effectiveness of medical care at the
individual level that must be considered is the question of diagnostic methods
and techniques.

The deterioration of clinical symptomology in the face of new

and powerful diagnostic tools is not unknown.

Again Cochrane calls attention

N.

to the poor use of the statistical arsenal in determining the parameters of
normality of many diagnostic methods (the so-called normal values), which lead
to erroneous diagnoses and intervention that is unnecessary and at times harmful

18).

The risks associated with certain diagnostic procedures should not be discounted.
There is an increasing need for meticulous research seeking to define the
parameters of normality as those within which the possibilities of therapeutic
intervention will bring more benefits than damages for the patient, and
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establishing clear options for successive diagnostic steps that may be
followed by adequate and effective treatment.
Up to this point we have avoided introducing into this discussion of
effectiveness the question of the cost of each therapeutic or diagnostic option.

Before turning to this consideration, it is necessary with regard to

the notion of efficiency to emphasize the point that adoption of ineffective
methods and procedures, especially for countries with rather limited resources,
may result in serious prejudice.

The option of hospital treatment, for example,

which is considered falsely--or disproportionately--effective,

implies higher

investment of resources that will thus not be used in other sectors.

The

indiscriminate use of certain diagnostic examinations, such as chest x-ray,
for example, also results in a waste of resources.

To what point it is possible

to disassociate one analysis from the other is questionable; however we shall
do so for clarity of exposition.

Efficiency:

The notion of efficiency at the level of the individual,

for purposes of this study, implies a choice of diagnostic and therapeutic options that are proven effective from the biological standpoint, and that result more economical from the standpoint of utilization of resources.
commonly cited example may be given as

fie

The most

choice of the less expensive of

two drugs, having equal efficacy and side effects, in the treatment of a
disease, or one more economical diagnostic method among others of equal
reliability. Certain combinations of resources may be more economical than
others for such things as an immunization program using intra-dermic BCG or
emergency treatment.

Although such questions would appear to be obvious, it

is only in recent years (mainly, following World War II) that scientific
knowledge has begun to be applied to administration in general, and even more
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recently to health administration.

Application of techniques such as systems

e

analysis, critical path analysis, administration by objectives(4) is not more
than twenty years old.

In Brazil, and specifically in the health field, efforts

toward a careful examination of these questions are rare, if not non-existent.

~
9

The need to hold down costs on the part of Lhe governmental agencies, along
with the neéd to maximize profits on the part of private enterprise, has imposed

a

the necessity of applying such management methods in the developed countries,
to an increasing extent.

We shall see below that some extrapolation of these

methods may be risked for the global levels.

Meanwhile, we cannot deny their

validity for the specific and concrete programs that will be c.-:mined below.

The work of Grundy and Reinke (4) presents a good review of the methods
that may be utilized for research in health practice.

The use of operations

research, simulation and construction of models, linear programming, functional
analysis, etc., etc., are well documented and illustrated in that text.

We do not pretend here to review all of these methods and techniques,
which would assuredly be beyond our competence and would be unduly lengthy.
We shall attempt simply to touch on some of,.the difficulties with these methods
and discuss the importance of their use in je Third World countries, specifically
in Brazil.

There is no question that countries with limited resources must attempt
to optimize use of such resources.

At the micro-level this certainly means

.

that the choice of techniques to attain a given objective must be rationalized
to the greatest possible extent.

The choice of techniques at the micro-level

must be based, whenever possible, on the maximum knowledge available when the
choice is made.

As has been previously pointed out, it is also necessary that

'4

-7the alternatives offered must be of equal efficacy, or that different standards
of efficacy be taken into consideration.

If we take as an example the organiza-

tion of an ambulatory pediatric unit, applying the theory of queing, of simulation, will permit us to arrive at an ideal number of consultations, of doctors,
of nurses, etc., but for this it is necessary that we have a careful evaluation of the comparable effectiveness of these elements.
let us take the duration of the medical interview:

To select one element,

from the standpoint of the

patient's health, is an interview averaging 20 minutes more effective than one
that averages 10 minutes?

If so, this would imply no less than the need to

double the number of doctors and consultations.

Normally, an average is taken

of the consultations in effect and in this same example establish that the
average pediatric consultation must be 10 minutes.

However, if we were to take

the customary duration of the consultations in our country, they could vary
from 2 minutes (as id frequently the case in the emergency service in Rio de
Janeiro) up to 40 minutes in a private doctor's office.
of such evaluation is flagrant.

The arbitrary nature

In very specific circumstances, however, the

degree of arbitrariness involved in such decisions may be minimal:

for example,

in programming mass inoculation for poliomyelitis.

Having in mind difficulties of t;*

type, we must observe that procedures

seeking to establish greater efficiency with the maximum precision, in the
present state.of knowledge on the subject, acquire great urgency, especially
in the Third World countries.

An additional difficulty, of special importance for efficiency studies
and, above all, for their application, has to do with the treatment of the
question in terms of costs and especially when these involve expenditures for
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personnel.

There are two basic reasons for this:

first,

'

given the weight

represented in the health sector by personnel costs (68% of the expenditures
in the Brazilian public sector for the year 1969, according to Silva & Mahar);
and, secondly,

that such expenditures represent salaries.

5

)

Consequently, the

more economic alternative may simply mean lower salaries for the personnel in
charge of these tasks, and we would then be entering onto ground not clearly
scientific.

Finally, at the same micro-level, the question of technological options
that we shall discuss below makes itself felt.

It is an entirely different

thing to analyze, assuming equal effectiveness and emphasizing this aspect,
the best composition of resources for the treatment of patients suffering from
infarctions in the Coronary Units than for the treatment of the same patients
in their homes.

Effectiveness and Efficiency at the Level of the Collectivity
Even though certain links are maintained with what has been said above,
discussions of notions of effectiveness and efficiency at the collective level
raises questions of a different nature
manner.

that must be answered in a different

Effectiveness of medical care-can no longer be considered as the ability

to make a positive alteration in the course of a disease in the individual.
Here, effectiveness must be evaluated as the ability of a program or of a given
type of medical care organization to raise the level of health of the population.
The existence of measures effective on the level of the individual does not
necessarily mean their effectiveness on the level of the collectivity;

and,

further, the lack of effective therapeutic measures does not necessarily imply
that extra-medical measures may not be effective on this collective level.

-
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The example of tuberculosis, for which mortality rates registered a substantial
decline before any effective therapeutic measure was known, is sufficiently
convincing. ( 6)

Similarly, to evaluate the efficiency of medical care in terms

of the collectivity means going beyond the field of administration and its
techniques to reach the ground of great economic, social and political questions.
When a nation devotes a part of its resources to medical care activities, this
necessarily implies a smaller investment in other sectors that may have a more
decisive impact on health.

Given specific programs of equal effectiveness,

the choice at the collective level begins to involve questions of technological
options that immediately touch on stretegies for economic -nd social development.

Obviously, questions of such magnitude cannot be treated in a text of

this nature and go far beyond the competence of the author.

However, we shall

attempt to pose some questions that we believe to be relevant.

Effectiveness:

In the framework set forth above, the first point to be

discussed on effectiveness at the level of the collectivity deals the understanding of the notion of improving the general level of health.
countries

For Third World

that have large contingents of their populations living in the most

precarious state of health and lifá:;I believe this does not represent a great
problem.

While questions are already being raised in the industrialized countries

on the need for new health indicators, for a definition of
of priority of medical "care"

social well-being,

in relation to "cure" I firmly believe that the

old health indicators, such as infant mortality, life expectancy at birth,
mortality from infectious diseases, maternal mortality, etc., are still
satisfactory:

I believe that well-being may be measured in terms of better

housing, access to education, opportunity for adequately compensated employment,
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water supply and sewerage systems, clothing, etc., and that the notion of
cure still carries the maximum priority among problems of the Third World.
These questions are central to the debate on the effectiveness of medical
care.

Improving the health level, as a theory, does not therefore constitute

Y'

any special problem to be resolved by these countries.

Having said this, one reservation should be noted:

if, in fact, as

Illich contends, "the medical industry menaces health" and "medical colonization of daily life alienates the means of care," it would be better that we

4

call a halt to our work, or better still that we should never have begun it.
All in all, I believe that the complaint of Illich should only be taken as a
warning on the need for continuously examining and defining the scope of medical
care measures, as we did at the beginning of this study.

I believe that Navarro's

(7) puts these points in proper
critique, "The Industrialization of Fetishism,"(7)
perspective.

Accordingly, I shall take as a point of departure the fact that the
central question on effectiveness of medical care lies not so much in the
"medical industry" in general terms, bhat rather in the types and ways that this

-

"medical industry' is organized in concrete situations, in specific countries.

One further step is essential before we consider the question of
effectiveness:

an understanding of the more general mechanisms through which

the society operates.

I shall follow the outline suggested by Nell in his

study, "The Revival of Political Economy,"

( 8)

e

(for a discussion on the explicatory

superiority of this outline, the reader is referred to the text) Nell proposes
that an examination of a capitalist society be based on the question of ownership

eI
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of the means of production, and the division of this society into classes.
In simple terms, the pyramid of social hierarchy can be divided into two
sections:

"a small upper class of owners, and a large lower class of workers."

The owners possess the industry and receive the profits;
industry and receive salaries or wages.

the workers work for

The workers consume but do not save

in this simplified model; the owners consume and save in order to invest...
Labor is considered the only "factor of input"' as the other inputs are produced
by industry itself, which is assumed to have access to the land, mines, etc....
The net social product is traded for the Total Receipts and consists of all
goods in excess of those necessary for replacement.

These goods (for convenience)

may be divided into necessities, luxury goods and new capital goods.

Necessities

go for consumption by workers, luxury goods for consumption by capitalists and
capital goods are installed in the factories in lieu of investment payments."
For purposes of the present discussion, I should like to extract from this
outline the consumption differential between the two groups, the workers and
the owners.

The next step is an attempt to examine the distribution of medical care
in a dependent capitalist society and to identify the different ways in which
it is organized for the two social classes.

(It is important to keep in mind

the deliberation reduction, for purposes of this analysis, of the examination
to only two classes).

Consumption of medical care by workers is based on the

criterion of satisfying needs (reproduction of the labor force).
by the owners is based on a criterion of luxury goods.

Consumption

For the workers, it

is important that their reproduction be assured, that they are returned to
the working force, that they avoid disability, that their future productivity
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is assured.

_

For the owners, it is a question of being assured of a

continuously more comfortable life, accord g

to

their customary standard

of consumption (of goods in general) and prolonging their lives.

Accordingly,

for the worker an effort is made to provide expeditious, prompt and effective
medical care in terms of returning them to production;
aspect, this is preventive medicine.

from the organizational

For owners, it is a question of providing

careful, sophisticated medicine, effective from both the biological and
psychological aspect; in organizational terms, this is private medicine (feefor-service), and coafortable hospitals.
to assure a "cure";

For the former, it is only necessary

for the latter, it is "cure and care."

A Lhird sccial

group still remains to be studied--the unemployed and the under-employed.

For

this group, the reserve labor force, it is terminal and emergency medicine,
effective in preventing death; from the organization aspect, this is public
medicine provided by the State.

Based on the foregoing, it is not enough for the researcher to study
the question of effectiveness through these different prisms.

It is even more

important that he be aware that the roots giving rise to these different types
of effectiveness are the identical roots that determine the miserable living
conditions of vast population groups all over the world, and that consumption
of the "luxury' health services are possible only because of the under-consumption of the working populations and the masses of unemployed and under-employed,
not only of health services but of all goods.

Navarro, V. "The Political and

Economic Origins of Underdevelopment of Health in Latin America". (9 )

Such considerations do not eliminate but rather reenforce the need for
an examination of alternatives of effectiveness of medical practice that will
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serve the objectives set forth in the first paragraph of this topic.

As

Steudler points out: (1 0) On the one hand the "evolution of the health system
seems to be governed by the exigencies inherent in the economic structure...;
on the other hand, by a relation of forces that is established between the
different social groups and the State to obtain improvements in health."
According to Steudler, from the workers' viewpoint, there is "on the one hand
the development of health protection aimed at returning the patient to production, and on the other a social struggle to obtain such protection for the
worker and an awakening of a collective conscience."

An examination of the

effectiveness of the therapeutic alternatives necessarily Aemands an evaluation
of the social forces capable of promoting them, along with the scientific
knowledge to do so, at the risk of falling into the paradox of an effectiveness
that is not effective--because it is not obtainable.

It is all too well known that from the viewpoint of Third World realities
the basic health problems of their populations continue to be those associated
with malnutrition,

infectious and parasitic diseases, on-the-job accidents.

It also appears to be the general consensus that these problems might be better
faced through the use of technical1y prepared personnel rather than by enormous
investments in sophisticated technology.

The need to extend basic health

services to the unprotected populations lacking such care is also no polemic.
The effectiveness of these measures, in a general way, is already sufficiently
demonstrated.

What needs to be studied, and acted upon, are the ways of

implementing them.

Efficiency:

Two approaches are possible in the discussion of medical

care efficiency at the level of the collectivity:

the first has to do with
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the overall efficiency of the sector;

that is, to attempt to establish which

programs could be developed with the greatst economy of resources, within
a national or regional policy for distribution of resources, having as
objectives the improvement of the health level (see the preceding discussion)
of a given population group and assuming comparable effectiveness between
medical care programs and other economic or social programs (assuming such
determination is possible).

The second approach would be internal to the

sector; that is, given pre-determined objectives and known effectiveness of
the different medical care programs, to attempt to establish the most economic
alternatives (or for a given program, the best combination of resources).

We

shall attempt a brief examination of each of these approaches.

Global Efficiency of the Sector
In discussing the global efficiency of the sector, the first problem
to be faced is the scarcity of available information on the relative importance
of health programs within the framework of social and economic development.( 1 1 )
Unless conclusive elements are available on comparable effectiveness of the
various programs in the sector having a definite impact on health conditions,
it becomes extremely difficult,

if not impossible, to establish objective

criteria for the evaluation of the efficiency of such programs.

For example,

the difficulty of evaluating the effective contribution of a water supply
program and that of a maternal and child health care program to improvement in
the health level, except through arbitrary approximations, would virtually
obstruct any "rational" evaluation for the distribution of human resources
between the two programs.

The second major problem lies in the difficulty of selecting indicators
to measure such improvement in the health level that permit a quantification of

M
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This is because the selection of such indicators,

assuming that we might be able to construct them with any validity, would
certainly involve value judgments.

I believe this will become clearer in

the following paragraphs.

One of the ways found for examining the efficiency of the medical care
sector has been through application of cost-benefit analysis, systems analysis
and other methods of rationalizing budgetary choices.

These methods originated

in the evaluation of specific projects, where their contribution is undeniable.
However, at a higher population level they proved to be deficient( 5) .

To

give an example, cost-benefit analysis presents serious difficulties on two
sides--evaluation of costs for the purpose of comparing them with results
obtained implies an assumption "that all costs and all benefits may be measured
in real prices, which is impossible given the nature of international prices,
the influence of monopolies, etc., and that all costs assumed and benefits
obtained may be compared as of the same given time, by applying a discount rate
that will compensate for future depreciation."(11)
Bryant, (12) citing Taylor, warns that there are three important limitations on the use of economic criteria in analysis of health programs.

First,

from the standpoint of the consumer, it seems to him that "medical care decisions,
especially when they affect human life, are consciously detached from questions
of profit and loss."

Second, that "if personal decisions on health, made solely

on the criteria of human capital, do not seem entirely satisfactory, the same
thing happens with governmental decisions," since programs of aid to the elderly,
for example, cannot be examined in such terms.

And, finally, use of this

method does not take into account the preferences and demands of the consumer
(political pressures).
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Apart from the considerations advanced by Taylor, it is a fact that

~

either explicitTytmr implicity decisions are being made that involve a "price"
on human life.

As Steudler( 1 O) observes, "even when a decision relative to

a health program did not a priori define a price that would justify the invest-

'

ment, the price implicitly attributed to human life may always be calculated
a posteriori."

And it will not be hard to establish the fact that the "price"

~

for the life of an unemployed worker is less than that of an owner and that,
assuming equal costs for a given program, the "benefits" will of necessity be
greater from the recovery of the owner.

Again Steudler observes, "in fact,

political choices are invariably implicit, both at the level

of

the liúited

decision to develop a medical activity, the economic justification for which
may or may not be demonstrated, and at the global level to the extent that the
"price" of the human life invariably reflects what the collectivity agrees to
dedicate to the battle against vital risks. ( 1 0)

~

Steudler says later, "different

methods, that seek to rationalize decisions with the help of mathematical
techniques and complex economic calculations, run into countless difficulties
to the extent that political and sociological elements--difficult to quantify
and integrate into an operations model--may intervene."

In synthesis, evaluation of a standard for global efficiency in medical
care involves questions of an economic, political and social nature and must
be resolved with the help of these areas of knowledge.

Meanwhile, and most

importantly, it is essential for their study that the point of departure of
the researcher be clearly defined, given the fact that highly divergent
conclusions may be reached depending on such point of departure.

~
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Intra-Sectoral Efficiency
While some of the questions discussed above enter into the analyses
of intra-sectoral efficiency, here the problems raised are somewhat different,
since we would have to assume that questions of global efficiency and effectiveness
are resolved if we are to deal adequately with the internal efficiency of the
sector, even without eliminating reciprocal determinations.

The choice is no

longer to be made between large social and economic sectors but among the
various medical care programs and, among such programs, the best combination
of resources.

The first problem to be considered in such case is probably the choice
of technology.

This choice is made on two levels, that of the problem that

must be resolved and that of the way in which it is approached.
example:

To give an

It will be necessary in order to make a choice of technology to

determine the objective to which it is directed.

A maternal and child care

program will require a different technology from that suitable to a cancer
control program, hospitals or health centers, doctors or auxiliary personnel,
etc.

The relationship of this choice to utilization of resources is quite

obvious.

A discussion of this topic would be extensive and, as previously

noted, it is my intention to point out in this paper only some of the points
that seem to be to be pertinent to it.

"Basic health care requires a basic health technology that individuals
may understand and that may be applied by non-specialized personnel.

Identifica-

tion or development of such technology forms part of the revolution in the health
sector of the community...In an epoch in which the struggle goes on to banish
political colonialism, it would be unthinkable for us to continue tolerating
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echnological neo-colonialism in the health sector.

We must break the chains

~

that make us depend on a health technology, o£ debatable social benefit and
excessively complex and costly, and to develop another type of technology that
is more adequate, that is technically sound, culturally acceptable and feasible
from the financial point of view."

These were the words of Dr. Mahler, Director-

General of the World Health Organization, in a recent editorial published in
the PAHO Bulletin. ( 13 )
in this direction.

Meanwhile that we may observe in Brazil does not move

It seems to me that it would be important to understand why

this takes place, if our desire to seek more efficient means of medical care is
not to be merely "wishful thinking,"

And first of all that tho required research

t

may be properly oriented.

I believe that here again we cannot evade a definition of the kind of
society in which we live, without the risk of setting out on a dead-end street,
or one that leads in the opposite direction to that suggested by Dr. Mahler.
In this case, the comment that "health technologies of debatable social benefit
and excessively complex and costly' are more of a burden for the majority of the
Third World countries such as those in Latin America that depend on the more
developed economies, simply reinforces the necessity.

For "technological neo-

colonialism in the health sector' is nothing more than an extension of the
relationship of economic dependency.

Available technological choices in our

country follow the model of medicine practiced there and are closely adjusted
to it.

As pointed out in our discussion of effectiveness, the technology is

adjusted to three types of medicine:

the sophisticated medicine for private

practice, adequate, for the Social Security System, and negligible, for
Government-supplied care.

The choices are oriented to the model of private

medicine, while the other types are deficient in relation to this standard
. .

-

,
~

\X~~
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(This is an over-simplification of the problem, since in Brazil the very
expensive technologies are supported by the Social Security System, even though
they are destined for luxury consumption), and any study of their level of
efficiency, and the appearance of effectiveness, becomes quite different for
each social class.

However, if we take the interests of the majority as our

point of departure, we would have to take into account the fact that the
"technological invasion" tends to contaminate medicines proposed for popular
consumption.

It is important to differentiate among the effective technologies

on the basis of their level of efficiency.

In other words, it is essential

that the different technological options be examined with regard to their
degree of deficiency and their degree of "distortion."

To give an example,

the requirement for extension of basic health service coverage cannot mask
the need for well equipped emergency units, in the same way that the widespread
installation of coronary units must be balanced by home-treatment programs
(assuming equal effectiveness).

The field of technological alternatives is perhaps one of those most
requiring study, even though it is necessary to keep in mind the fact that it
(1
'5
is also in this field that what is at issue are development alternatives.
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Finally, one additional comment on economic efficiency is appropriate
as it relates to the disposition of human resources.

Customarily when this

question is examined, the intensive utilization of unqualified staff may
be obscuring the question of the distribution of internal yield of the sector,
and fostering a still greater exploitation of the vast contingent of auxiliary
personnel that already constitutes the great bulk of health workers.(

7

)

)
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One final observation--This paper was an attempt to present some of

I

the broad lines on which development of research on efficiency and effectiveness
in medical care is possible, and is becoming necessary, and to point out some
of the obstacles that may be encountered in each instance.

The multiplicity

of topics and the author's capabilities will assuredly lead to approaches that
may at times be superficial and perhaps to some hasty conclusions.

But I

believe that he has presented some of concerns of one who began his fight

'i

in the field of changes in the health system of a country such as Brazil, and
that these concerns are most probably shared by others of his colleagues in
Latin America.

-

"Any health policy is seen to be linked to scsial relationships,

and the future of the health system depends on these relationships between the
different groups."

And it is always essential to choose what side we are on...

4-

4$
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